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                        The outcome of Felm´s cooperation negotiations: gradual reductions and focusing of activities

                        
                            Felm has ended the cooperation negotiations started in September. The goal of the negotiations was to clarify the functions of the organization to adjust to the changes in the operational...                        
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                        Felm starts cooperation negotiations

                        
                            Felm plans to reorganize its activities due to the changes in the operational environment. As the measures will affect the personnel, Felm will have to arrange cooperation negotiations. The board...                        

                    

                
            

            

                                    
            
                
                    
                        	
                                
                                    News                                    The Felm board has elected Pauliina Parhiala as the new Executive Director

                                
                            
	
                                
                                    Haliya                                    New report: No substantial change in the lives of freed Haliyas in western Nepal

                                
                            
	
                                
                                    Development                                    Freed Haliya Rehabilitation Program to resume after three years of coming to a halt

                                
                            
	
                                
                                    Development                                    “Life is still very hard for the Haliya people despite being freed”, Mina Parki

                                
                            
	
                                
                                    Development                                    New report: Only 15% of freed Haliyas, Nepal’s ex-bonded laborers, feel that the received rehabilitation package is sufficient
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                                        Felm’s work aims to promote human dignity and justice around the world. 
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	Statement of collection

	
	Statement of collection: Fundraising permission RA/2020/1538, valid until further notice, whole Finland.
Fundraising permission  ÅLR 2022/6434, valid from 1.1.2023 to 31.12.2023, Åland.
The raised funds will be used for Felm´s (Suomen Lähetysseura) work abroad. 



    

		
			The social media accounts for Finnish Lutheran Evangelical Mission organization

			Follow us on
                                    Facebook
                                                    Twitter
                                                    Instagram
                                                    YouTube
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